Magnetic Eye
Contact
Seduce them with a
Gaze
mindpersuasion.com

Instructions
Listen with headphones and eyes closed. Visualize any
situation where you are looking at the object of your
sexual desire. Visualize them getting hopelessly turned on
by your gaze, and suddenly willing to do anything to
please you. See yourself from first person (from your own
eyes) and third person (from the viewpoint of others).

Tips for Success
Keep a daily journal and record any objective evidence that
you are becoming more seductive though only eye contact.
Write down any objective data that show you are being
more confident with eye contact, as well as any objective
data regarding the responses of others to your eye contact.
Please visit our forum to share your successes, or to ask
any questions:
mindpersuasion.net

Affirmations
I look at people profoundly
my way of looking at people is profound
my way of looking at people is sexy
my eyes are seductive
people love looking at my eyes
my eyes hypnotize people
my eyes make women wet
my eyes make women feel sexy
I have a magnetic gaze
my gaze is magnetic and alluring
my gaze is romantic and seductive
women love gazing into my eyes
women become incredibly aroused when looking into my
eyes
women become incredibly turned on when looking into my
eyes
my gaze grabs their attention

my gaze grabs their desire
my gaze fires up their emotions
my gaze is powerful and seductive
my gaze is irresistibly magnetic
my gaze is incredibly seductive
women fall in love with me with just one look
my gaze puts women in a powerful sexual trance
my gaze attracts women from across the room
I use eye contact with incredible power
I use eye contact with incredible force
I use eye contact with mesmerizing charm
my gaze is charming
my eye contact is charming
my gaze is seductive
my eye contact is seductive
You look at people profoundly
your way of looking at people is profound

your way of looking at people is sexy
your eyes are seductive
people love looking at your eyes
your eyes hypnotize people
your eyes make women wet
your eyes make women feel sexy
You have a magnetic gaze
your gaze is magnetic and alluring
your gaze is romantic and seductive
women love gazing into your eyes
women become incredibly aroused when looking into your
eyes
women become incredibly turned on when looking into
your eyes
your gaze grabs their attention
your gaze grabs their desire
your gaze fires up their emotions
your gaze is powerful and seductive

your gaze is irresistibly magnetic
your gaze is incredibly seductive
women fall in love with you with just one look
your gaze puts women in a powerful sexual trance
your gaze attracts women from across the room
You use eye contact with incredible power
You use eye contact with incredible force
You use eye contact with mesmerizing charm
your gaze is charming
your eye contact is charming
your gaze is seductive
your eye contact is seductive

